The VIP Cabins
A mid-range solution for those situations where large trailers are not
warranted, but where conventional cabins may not be appropriate.
The VIP Series offers some surprising amenities never before available
in cabin style facilities. Intelligent engineering, real comfort, solid construction and moderate pricing have placed the VIPs among the most
popular units we offer.
The VIPs have been used as the comfort stations for smaller, upscale
parties, corporate events and even booked, long term, while indoor
facilities are undergoing renovations. The climate control features
make these units practical for use in the most extreme weather conditions. Depending on terrain, VIPs can be used with or without the optional, custom-built trailers.
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VIP Series

VIP Elite

VIP Standard

Featuring clean lines and state-of-the- art engineering, these units are the gold standard when
it comes to situations where full sized trailers may not be appropriate due to the size of the
event, the size of the venue or the size of the budget. Spacious interiors, fresh water flush commodes, hand- washing sinks with comfortably hot running water, lighted mirrors, climate control and weather-proof carpet. Where a standard 110 volt, 20 amp power supply can be provided, these units can deliver reliable service in temperatures as low as to zero degrees Fahrenheit. Optional custom-built trailers that also serve as entry platforms allow these relatively
heavy facilities to be placed in locations where manual placement is not possible.
Ext. Ht. :
Int. Ht.:
Width:
Depth:
Door:
Avg Uses:
Weight:
Waste Cap:
Fr. Water:
Sink:
Solar Power:
Int. Lighting:
Full Mirror:
Cold Weather

Elite
Standard
95 inches
91 inches
83 inches
79 inches
54 inches
48 inches
46.5 inches
43.5 inches
24 x 72 inches 24 x 72 inches
125
125
800 lbs
600 lbs
65 gallons
65 gallons
40 gallons
40 gallons
10 x 13" oval
10 x 13" oval
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

On trailers, the overall dimensions of the units are:
8 feet wide x 19 feet long
for the double.
8 feet wide x 11 feet long for
the single.
Only Elites can be trailered.

AC Unit

Heating Unit

Sink w/soap dispenser

Step inside the VIP and it becomes immediately evident that this is, in no way, like ordinary cabin style facilities (port-a-potties). The cut-away view at the top shows the type
of equipment used in both the Standard and the Elite. The equipment is similar to that
used in top-of-the line RVs and watercraft.
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